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Acts of Media
2022-11-10

acts of media seeks to consolidate a field of multidisciplinary work around media technologies that intersects with legal
scholarship this volume brings together contributions from leading academics lawyers researchers and policy experts about
contemporary india and sri lanka the approaches to law and media taken in this volume challenge us to think outside of
traditional disciplinary descriptions rather than approaching the law as being outside of and constantly catching up with the
media the contributors of this book view law and media as being deeply intertwined the chapters in this volume address the
relationship between law and media through different entry points disputes over media and information systems shaping law
theories of law that incorporate media forms and law and media co producing trials the multidisciplinary nature of this book
has facilitated a rich and productive conversation among legal scholars researchers and lawyers from disciplines such as
constitutional law law and technology media and cinema studies legal anthropology and political science

Aarushi
2015-07-05

the murders that gripped the nation seven years ago a teenage girl aarushi talwar was found murdered in her bedroom in noida
a middle class suburb of delhi the body of the prime suspect the family servant hemraj was discovered a day later who had
committed the double murders and why within weeks aarushi s parents the talwars were accused four years later they went on
trial and were convicted but did they do it avirook sen attended the trial accessed important documents and interviewed all
the players from aarushi s friends to hemraj s old boss from the investigators to the forensic scientists to write a
meticulous and chilling book that reads like a thriller but also tells a story that is horrifyingly true aarushi is the
definitive account of a sensational crime and the investigation and trial that followed

Rain drops
2016-08-02

the drug problem in south asia is mounting this work provides an inside story of the pro revenue drug policies pursued both
by the british colonial authorities and post independent governments in south asia the dangers of the drug trade in south
asia have now become global the author assesses international efforts against drug trafficking

Drugs in South Asia
2000-07-12
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this book is about media content analysis in the english language print media in south asia with reference to certain
contemporary issues it is written from the perspective of the need to analyze media discourses and the ways in which their
circulation creates a common sense view of the world the focus is on english language papers and news magazines additionally
some hindi urdu and sindhi newspapers are examined the highlight is on the ways in which english language publications
contribute to and function within middle class matrices of modernity consumption conflict and conservatism in india

Tracking the Media
2009-03-09

a group of writers familiar with the diversity of experiences available in north india offer their views on accommodations
restaurants shopping and sights

To North India with Love
2010-11

this book examines the interface between buddhism and the caste system in india it discusses how buddhism in different stages
from its early period to contemporary forms theravāda mahāyāna tantrayāna and navayāna dealt with the question of caste it
also traces the intersections between the problem of caste with those of class and gender the volume reflects on the
interaction between hinduism and buddhism it looks at critiques of caste in the classical buddhist tradition while
simultaneously drawing attention to the radical challenge posed by dr b r ambedkar s navayāna buddhism or neo buddhism the
essays in the book further compare approaches to varṇa and caste developed by modern thinkers such as m k gandhi and s
radhakrishnan with ambedkar s criticisms and his departures from mainstream appraisals with its interdisciplinary methodology
combining insights from literature philosophy political science and sociology the volume explores contemporary critiques of
caste from the perspective of buddhism and its historical context by analyzing religion through the lens of caste and gender
it also forays into the complex relationship between religion and politics while offering a rigorous study of the textual
tradition of buddhism in india this book will be useful to scholars and researchers of indian philosophy buddhist studies
indology literature especially sanskrit and pāli exclusion and discrimination studies history political studies women studies
sociology and south asian studies

Classical Buddhism, Neo-Buddhism and the Question of Caste
2020-10-21

balasaheb thackeray sheila dikshit a p j abdul kalam namdeo dhasal s jaipal reddy these are just some of the 50 dynamos whose
lives and times are captured in this collection of profiles of some of the most prominent actors in independent india s
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political theatre game changers pranab mukherjee p v narasimha rao and jyoti basu crowd pulling swashbucklers sheikh abdullah
and laldenga crusaders such as kanshi ram and maulana hussain ahmad madani mavericks chandraswami amar singh and ajit kumar
jogi charismatic leaders like madhavrao scindia and mufti mohammad sayeed possessors of star power including jayalalithaa
vinod khanna and m karunanidhi and skilful navigators like ahmed patel and v c shukla all find place in this incontestable
list traversing ideologies and bringing into focus the human facet of governments leaders politicians citizens presents a
compelling history of indian democracy and provides riveting insights into the evolution of its political culture

India Today International
2000

an eminent film critic engages bollywood and beyond in conversation about irrfan khan s art craft life and legacy a
spellbinding performer irrfan khan was also a seeker who never stopped honing his skills each new work a revelation his
oeuvre transformative for hindi cinema from his national school of drama days to his nearly decade long stint in television
and subsequently his arrival in the movies everyone who watched irrfan knew they were in the presence of someone special with
his death from an incurable cancer we lost an actor nonpareil what is it that gave irrfan an outsider to bollywood his
distinction what has been his contribution to cinema how does one measure his legacy long time film critic shubhra gupta asks
these and other probing questions to members of the film fraternity who knew irrfan worked with him or observed him closely
sutapa sikdar shailja kejriwal shyam benegal tigmanshu dhulia vishal bhardwaj naseeruddin shah mira nair konkona sen sharma
anup singh tillotama shome karan johar anurag kashyap among several others as they discuss irrfan s films his craft and his
philosophy as an actor what emerges is a deeply layered complex and endlessly absorbing portrait of one of indian cinema s
most influential artistes abuzz with a polyphony of perspectives on the actor and hindi cinema at large this is a rich
collectible for irrfan s admirers and cinephiles alike

Leaders, Politicians, Citizens
2022-03-30

political scientists demographers legal scholars and historians have come together in this volume under the direction of the
late myron weiner one of the leading scholars in this field to address three of the major sets of questions in the field of
political demography how changes in demographic variables population size growth distribution and composition influence
threats real or perceived to a country s political stability and security how governments respond to demographic trends and
how governments attempt to change demographic variables in order to enhance national security

IRRFAN
2023-06-07
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defying the dire predictions that attended its birth as an independent nation state in 1947 the indian republic is more than
seventy five years old and yet it is a place where criticisms of actually existing democracy are intense and strident in
recent years the trope of victimized people suffering at the hands of a predatory elite and political dysfunction has reaped
rewards the populist language of redemptive outsiders pledging to combat a corrupt system has been harnessed in successful
electoral campaigns like the majoritarian regime of narendra modi tracking the shift from postcolonial nation building to
democracy rebuilding srirupa roy shows how the political outsider came to be a valorized figure of late twentieth century
indian democracy tasked with the urgent mission of curing a broken democratic system what roy terms curative democracy
drawing attention to an ambivalent political field that folds together authoritarian and democratic forms and ideas roy
argues that the long 1970s were a crucial turning point in indian politics when democracy was suspended by the declaration of
a national emergency and then subsequently restored by tracing the crooked line that connects the ideals of curative
democracy and the political outsider to the populist antipolitics and strongman authoritarian rule in present times this book
revisits democracy from india and asks what the indian experience tells us about the trajectory of global democratic politics

Terrorism in India's North-east
2008

this collection of seminal articles illustrates the reasons for the spiraling nuclear race in the asian subcontinent and
introduces the principal debates in the field authors discuss whether the acquisition of nuclear weapons by the south asian
powers has raised the likelihood of a nuclear war in the subcontinent or reduced the chance of a conventional war breaking
out they examine whether a small nuclear arsenal or a nuclear triad as declared by india is suitable for bringing stability
to the region as well as the risk of an accidental nuclear conflagration the first section charts the evolution of nuclear
programmes on the basis of realpolitik and the second section analyses nuclear policies on the basis of religious and
cultural ethos a few essays turn the spotlight on the role of external powers in accelerating decelerating and mediating the
ongoing nuclear tension between india and pakistan

Demography and National Security
2001-08

this 5 volume encyclopaedic study of india s north east is the result of the author s 11 years of service extended over three
tenures in the region followed by 6 years of library research after his retirement being the first of its kind given its
contents and sheer size over 2 500 pages it is a unique book writing on the north east is not an easy exercise given its
diversity ethnic racial religious and linguistic size history and geography if india is microcosmic world the north east is
microcosmic india of the 5 653 communities in india 653 are tribal of which the 213 are indigenous to the north east of the
213 111 are found in arunachal pradesh alone illumined by an equally amazing linguistic diversity it is home to 325 of the 1
652 languages spoken in india yet again north east s total population of 3 84 95 089 2001 constitutes 2 69 per cent of india
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s 1 02 70 15 247 while its area of 2 55 088 sq km is 7 75 per cent of india s 32 87 263 sq km

The Political Outsider
2024-03-05

building on their insightful work on india s 1998 and 1999 parliamentary elections distinguished scholars ramashray roy and
paul wallace s current book focuses on the landmark elections of 2004 bringing together contributors from india and abroad
this volume adds to the body of work on electoral politics and social change in india and will be of interest to students and
teachers of political science journalists as well as the informed general reader

The Nuclear Shadow over South Asia, 1947 to the Present
2017-03-02

wars from within brings together an international and multidisciplinary group of academics and practitioner researchers
specializing in the study of insurgent movements in order to provide a deeper understanding of the violent manifestations of
insurgencies in different parts of the world in doing so the book adopts both a functional and regional approach firstly
thematic chapters discuss the typology of insurgencies ethnopolitical religious and ideological past and potential responses
to them as well as the impact of advance communication technology on insurgent activity the book then presents a series of
case studies assessing the successes and failures of managing contemporary insurgencies these are drawn from european asian
and middle eastern insurgencies as well as the global al qaeda network that typifies the post 9 11 challenge posed by
internationally operating terrorist organizations the case studies highlight factors and conditions that trigger escalate de
escalate and ultimately end insurgent campaigns the book concludes with an assessment of how the international community at
large has responded and should respond to insurgencies in the future contents the challenge of contemporary insurgencies
rohan gunaratna and albrecht schnabel classification of insurgencies ethnic terrorism and insurgencies dennis a pluchinsky
religious insurgencies angus muir ideological insurgencies n t anders strindberg the internet a force multiplier for modern
insurgencies e kweilen kimmelman insurgencies in europe asia and the middle east experiences lessons and recommendations
insurgencies in the balkans albanian liberation armies agon demjaha and lulzim peci india the defeat of religious extremist
terror in punjab k p s gill and ajai sahni conflict to co option experiences of dealing with the insurgencies in india s
northeast ajay darshan behera the tamil tigers of sri lanka d r kaarthikeyan democratization versus violence terrorist and
insurgent challenges to indonesia tom farrell hezbollah shaul shay al qaeda al jihad a global insurgency in the early 21st
century rohan gunaratna conclusion meeting the challenge of contemporary insurgencies albrecht schnabel and rohan gunaratna
readership researchers policymakers and academics studying the causes and effects of terrorism and insurgencies key features
several case studies on insurgency included in this bookdiscusses the prevention of and responses to acts of terrorism and
insurgencykeywords ethnic terrorism religious insurgencies ideological insurgencies tamil tigers al qaeda the hezbollah
albanian liberation armies
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Encyclopaedia of North-East India
2007

focusing on concepts that have been central to investigation of the history and politics of marginalized and disenfranchised
populations this book asks how discourses of subalternity and difference simultaneously constitute and interrupt each other
the authors explore the historical production of conditions of marginality and minority and challenge simplistic notions of
difference as emanating from culture rather than politics they return thereby to a question that feminist and other
oppositional movements have raised of how modern societies and states take account of and manage social economic and cultural
difference the different contributions investigate this question in a variety of historical and political contexts from india
and ecuador to britain and the usa the resulting study is of invaluable interest to students and scholars in a wide range of
disciplines including history anthropology gender and queer and colonial and postcolonial studies

India's 2004 Elections
2007

using case studies and the results of extensive fieldwork this book considers the nature of state power and legal violence in
liberal democracies by focusing on the interaction between law science and policing in india the postcolonial indian police
have often been accused of using torture in both routine and exceptional criminal cases but they and forensic psychologists
have claimed that lie detectors brain scans and narcoanalysis the use of truth serum sodium pentothal represent a paradigm
shift away from physical torture most state high courts in india have upheld this rationale the truth machines examines the
emergence and use of these three scientific techniques to analyze two primary themes first the book questions whether
existing theoretical frameworks for understanding state power and legal violence are adequate to explain constant innovations
of the state second it explores the workings of law science and policing in the everyday context to generate a theory of
state power and legal violence challenging the monolithic frameworks about this relationship based on a study of both state
and non state actors jinee lokaneeta argues that the attempt to replace physical torture with truth machines in india fails
because it relies on a confessional paradigm that is contiguous with torture her work also provides insights into a police
institution that is founded and refounded in its everyday interactions between state and non state actors theorizing a
concept of contingent state this book demonstrates the disaggregated and decentered nature of state power and legal violence
creating possible sites of critique and intervention

Wars From Within
2014-10-30

designed for undergraduate and graduate courses in indian civilization and history this text provides a sweeping look at the
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long and varied history of india and how this complex legacy has shaped and is shaping the nation s modern polity it offers
unique political historical coverage of india from pre history into the 21st century part i offers an overview of pre modern
india from pre history to 1857 part ii covers india under the british from 1859 to 1947 part iii the major portion of the
text looks at independent india after 1947 an epilogue brings the book full circle with a portrait of modern india contrasted
to modern china mirroring the comparison of traditional india with traditional china in the opening chapters

Subalternity and Difference
2013-03-01

uttar pradesh nord dell india 2014 sono simili quanto due chicchi di riso padma e lalli due cugine di sedici e quattordici
anni stesso viso a forma di cuore stessi capelli di seta nera padma lalli cosí vengono chiamate con un nome solo perché
stanno sempre insieme inseparabili mentre lavorano fianco a fianco dall alba al tramonto badando alle capre accendendo il
fuoco con il letame impastando il pane per la famiglia avete visto padma lalli È il 27 maggio quando le due ragazze
svaniscono dal loro villaggio di katra poche misere casupole affastellate in poco piú di un chilometro quadrato e bastano
poche ore di ricerche per scoprire l orrenda verità padma e lalli vengono trovate impiccate a un albero di mango i loro corpi
smossi dalla brezza tendono l uno all altro come a condividere un ultimo segreto la voce si sparge e da delhi distante
centinaia di chilometri accorrono torme di giornalisti È una morte come tante ma la notizia è che i parenti non vogliono che
vengano rimossi i corpi invocano le autorità che vengano a vedere che li aiutino a trovare i responsabili di quello scempio
le immagini macabre fanno il giro del mondo chi siano state padma e lalli in vita e che cosa sia accaduto prima di quella
tragica fine sembra avere meno importanza di ciò che la loro morte significa per quelli che rimangono come se la tragedia
avesse colpito le due famiglie e il villaggio intero piú ancora delle due vittime le indagini che assumono subito rilevanza
nazionale mettono a nudo la piaga di un sistema sociale atavico dominato dalla violenza e da un distorto senso dell onore e
ogni volta che sembra emergere il profilo di un colpevole subito la verità torna a farsi sfuggente in una narrazione dal
ritmo incalzante la scrittrice indiana sonia faleiro si addentra con coraggio in un caso di cronaca scioccante che ha messo a
nudo la corruzione della società castale e la condizione insostenibile delle donne del suo paese e ci lascia con un
inquietante interrogativo qual è il costo umano della vergogna le brave ragazze ti trafigge the new york times
meravigliosamente calibrato pieno di tensione questo libro ci spinge a entrare in quella notte scura e a metterci in ascolto
the guardian un poderoso atto di accusa nei confronti di una società che abbandona i suoi membri piú vulnerabili the
economist le brave ragazze avvince e atterrisce un capolavoro di giornalismo investigativo the wall street journal un
racconto che rimane a lungo anche dopo l ultima pagina difficile da leggere ma impossibile da lasciare the sunday times l
indagine accurata di faleiro racconta in modo impeccabile la misoginia la vergogna e l idea di onore the observer le brave
ragazze è a un tempo scioccante e tragicamente normale sussurrato e assordante sobrio e brutale times literary supplement

The Truth Machines
2020
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kannada novels contributed to art and culture of karnataka

The Making of India
2012-12-19

a menudo las experiencias individuales de memoria y la conciencia histórica de un colectivo social tienden a difuminarse en
el olvido o por decisión deliberada de sistemas injustos se quieren desconocer esas experiencias encuentran formas de
representación en la literatura los medios masivos de comunicación o la voz misma de los escritores que siempre les dan vida
este libro recoge una selección de estudios que buscan establecer la relación entre los procesos individuales y colectivos de
memoria histórica y la novela de crímenes contemporánea

Le brave ragazze
2022-10-21T00:00:00+02:00

they say everybody has a book in them so why should only a select few get to share theirs with the world as a new writer the
process of making your dream into a reality feels incredibly daunting given the lack of information out there this inspired
award winning bestselling author meghna pant to write a book filled with the advice she wishes someone had given her when she
was starting out including never before collected essays from experts in their field including jeffrey archer shobhaa de
ashwin sanghi meena kandasamy and many more how to get published in india busts myths and answers questions as varied as
which publisher would be best for your work where to find inspiration for a short story how to manage your finances if you
plan to write fulltime how to write a cover letter and how to successfully promote your book

KANNADA : AMERIKA MATTU NANNA KANASINA BHARATA
2014-05-10

aamir khan is a versatile actor film maker social activist and a good human being above all he has gained much fame glamour
and prosperity but at the same time he has assumed social moral responsibility to return it back to the society in good terms
talking especially of aamir films when we talk about jo jeeta vo sikandar lagaan 3 idiots tare zameen par rang de basanti pk
dangal and of course how can we forget the popular tv series satyamev jayate aamir picked up those sensitive issues which
remained usually untouched or unexplored before the society in terms of cinema and he dealt with those social issues in his
tv program satyamev jayate which is already present in our society and our homes long back and still survive his program on
such critical issues gave light of awareness and when youth saw these true stories victims conditions and consequences they
came to know directly or indirectly that it is happening in our homes too how aamir grew his struggles and experiences that
he has seen thus far and how he has evolved into an actor person and how his films create awareness among the people of
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society and create an impact too remain all about the scripting of this book this book is not about the person it is about
the way of thinking and urge to serve something to society and take those brave steps which can be lethal too for an actor

India Today
1999

predominantly on political issues of tibet after 1951

Memoria de crímenes
2016-08-15

attacks on the press in 1998 a worldwide survey preface by roger rosenblatt

New Scientist
1995

earlier published in india today a weekly

Indian Cricket and Corruption
2005

How to Get Published in India
2019-02-10

Aamir Khan : A Social Spark
2017-01-01
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The Spirit of Tibet, Vision for Human Liberation
1996

India and Israel
1998

Journal of International Affairs
1997

Learning to Live with the Bomb?
1997

A Piece of Land to Call One's Own
2001

New Scientist and Science Journal
1998-09

Biology Digest
1995-11
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